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A. CUNNINGHAM,
1921--1994

ROGER

PROFESSOR ROGER

A.

CUNNINGHAM,

a member of the law school faculty for
more than 30 years, died January 31 in
Ann Arbor. A specialist in the areas of
land use and property, he was the author
of numerous books and monographs,
including the prominent casebook

Basic Property Law.

Roger Cunningham

"No one took teaching nor
scholarly expertise more
seriously than Roger.
A nationally,recognized expert
on property law, he was a
model professor of the old
school. Roger will be deeply
missed for his unsurpassed
breadth of knowledge and his
eagerness to share it."
-
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DEAN LEE BoLLINGER

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL

At a memorial service held at the
Lawyers Club March 6, Dean Lee
Bollinger praised Cunningham. "No one
took teaching nor scholarly expertise
more seriously than Roger. He was also
invariably kind and generous to students
and faculty who sought his advirn or
help. A nationally-recognized expert on
property law, he was a model professor of
the old school. Roger will be deeply
missed for his unsurpassed breadth of
knowledge and his eagerness to share it."
"Roger Cunningham was a scholar and
a gentleman in the best sense of those
terms," said Professor Emeritus Olin
Browder, co-author of Basic Property Law.
"I valued him as a reliable, faithful, and
considerate co-editor. His scholarship
was expressed in both books and articles,
all of which reflected the best traditions
of legal writing."
Cunningham was born in Paxton,
Illinois in 1921 and attended Harvard
University, where he received a bachelor
of science (magna cum laude, Phi Beta
Kappa) in 1942 and a law degree (cum
laude) in 1948.
He served in the U.S. Navy during
World War II, then practiced at the
Boston firm of Nutter, McClennan and
Fish for a year. He began his teaching
career as a fellow at Harvard Law School
in 1949. In 1950, Cunningham was
named assistant professor of law at
George Washington University. In 1954,
he moved to Rutgers University as
associate professor of law and was
promoted to professor in 1957.

Cunningham joined the U-M Law
School in 1959. He was named to the
James V. Campbell chair in 1988 and was
granted emeritus status in 1991 . In
addition, he served as a visiting professor
at Washington University, University of
Florida, and Florida State University.
At the memorial service , family and
faculty members remembered
Cunningham for his integrity, his vast
knowledge in a surprising range of fields,
and his propensity to share that knowledge. Professor John Reed noted that
Cunningham took a critical interest in
music. On that topic and many others, he
was "knowledgable, interesting, and
never in doubt. In music, as in the law,
he insisted that all efforts be undergirded
with a fine attention to detail," Reed said.
Cunningham's wife, Elizabeth Chase,
recently preceded him in death. He is
survived by a brother, James; a sister,
Janice Fridley; four children: Teresa
Beem, of Evanston, Illinois; Peter, of
Tallahassee, Florida; John, of New
Haven, Connecticut; and Christina
Postema, of Ann Arbor; and eight
grandchildren.
Memorial contributions may be made
to the Nature Conservancy or the Roger
Cunningham Memorial Fund at the Law
School.
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Jackson testifies on GATT
PROFESSORjOHN JACKSON

testified in support of Uruguay Round legislation before
the U.S. Senate Finance
Committee in March.
Jackson was asked to testify
on the World Trade Organization and the dispute settlement process - two important administrative components to come out of the
Uruguay Round, the eighth
and most extensive trade
negotiation effort to transpire
under General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade.
Jackson, the Hessel E.
Yntema Professor of Law, has
taught and researched international trade law for many
years. In the mid-1970s, he
was general counsel of the
U.S. Government's Office of
the Trade Representative,
where he helped develop the
"fast track procedure" for
adopting trade regulations.
His recent books, The World
Trading System: Law and Policy

of International Economic
Relations (1989) and Restructuring the GAIT System
(1990), addressed the need for
both the World Trade Organization and a stronger dispute
resolution mechanism.
The final agreement of the
Uruguay Round - all 385
pounds and 22,000 pages of it
- was formally completed at
a signing ceremony April 15

in Marrakech, Morocco.
The agreement now goes to
national governments for
ratification. The U.S. Congress
will approve the agreement
under its "fast track" procedure, probably sometime this
summer, according to Jackson.
The WTO is one of the
most prominent features of
the Uruguay Round, Jackson
told the committee. It is a
"mini-charter" establishing the
legal, institutional, and procedural structure necessary to
implement the trade rules
negotiated.
This charter attempts to
address the "birth defects" of
GATT, which was never really
intended to be an organization
at all. When it was first
negotiated in 1947-48, GATT
included a charter for an
International Trade Organization that would provide
organizational structure and
secretariat services. However,
Congress refused to approve
the ITO, so GATT has operated without an organizational
framework for almost 50
years.
"As the decades passed,
however, there was recognition that the GATT system
was increasingly challenged
by the changing conditions of
international economic
activity, including the greater
interdependence of national
economies and the growth in
trade of services," Jackson
testified. The WTO provides
the structure and procedures
needed to help nations
address increasingly complex
trade issues.

'The notion that the WTO
will suddenly impose on the
world a vast new bureaucracy
or an all-powerful organization is more than an overstatement - it is ludicrous," he
said. "A careful examination of
the WTO charter leads me to
conclude that the WTO has
no more real power than that
which existed for the GATT
under the previous agreement.
The WTO essentially will
continue the GATT institutional ideas and many of its
practices, in a form better
understood by the public,
media, government officials,
and lawyers."
"' The WTO offers several
advantages:
• It creates a "new GATT
1994" to eliminate constraints
in the amending clause of the
old GATT that would make it
difficult to implement Uruguay Round provisions.
• It reinforces negotiators'
goals that in most cases,
countries accepting the
Uruguay Round must accept
the entire package, eliminating the "GATT a la carte"
approach seen in the Tokyo
Round.
• It facilitates the extension
of the institutional structure of
GATT operations to new
subjects such as services and
intellectual property.
• It provides explicit
authority to build relationships with intergovernmental
and nongovernmental

organizations, paving the way
for more input from groups
representing the public
interest.
Besides the WTO charter,
the December 1993 Uruguay
Round draft also includes a
major new text that significantly improves the dispute
resolution process, Jackson
said. The text established a
unified dispute settlement
system for all parts of the
GATT/WTO system, including the new subjects of
services and intellectual
properties. It reaffirms the
right of a complaining
government to request a panel
review process, and establishes a new appellate procedure to handle disagreements
over the panel reports. While
the dispute system may not be
perfect, Jackson said, "there is
a great deal of utility in a
creditable and efficient ruleoriented dispute settlement
system with integrity, and the
United States is an important
beneficiary of such a system.
Overall, the WTO and the
dispute resolution rules are
important, useful mechanisms
for regulating international
economic behavior."
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Learning
from each
other
Class combines future
doctors, lawyers
lT WASN'T QUITE ANATOMY CLASS, but
a unique seminar offered jointly by the
University of Michigan Law School and
Medical School did teach students from
both about how doctors and lawyers'
minds work.
"Law, Medicine, and Society" brought
together students in both professions to
consider the legal foundations of the
practice of medicine. The seminar was
unlike any course ever offered in either
school and turned out to be a popular
course in both, said Professor Carl
Schneider. He organized and taught the
course with Joel Howell, M.D., Ph.D., an
associate professor of internal medicine.
It was the first course offering that
fulfilled credit requirements in both
schools, according to Howell.
The course began by examining the
legal basis of the doctor/patient relationship, including key issues like patient
autonomy and confidentiality. Then the
class considered advance directives for
medical care, terminating medical
treatment and assisted suicide. Next, the
course turned to malpractice - an issue
that loomed large in the minds of
medical students. In class, they said they
and the doctors they work with in
clinical rotations are often uncomfortably
aware of malpractice and other legal
constraints on practice.
Students experienced the perspective
of the each other's profession through
Fourth-year medical student john LaGrand and third-year law
student Bethanne Hurley discuss their strategy for negotiating a
mock malpractice settlement. The exercise was one of several in
the Law, Medicine and Society course that made students switch
professional roles to think like doctors or lawyers.
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practical exercises. First, law and medical
students paired up to give oral arguments
on the constitutionality of Michigan's
assisted suicide ban. Later, the student
teams negotiated a contract between a
mythical patient and a dialysis clinic. In a
final role reversal, the medical students
played lawyers representing the law
student/doctors as they negotiated a
settlement in a malpractice case.
The exercises required true teamwork.
Outside of class, the law students taught
their medical partners enough rudimentary law to conduct the oral argument;
the medical students laid the groundwork for the settlement negotiation by
reviewing the patient chart from an
actual case and writing a memo on
whether malpractice had occurred.
"By putting the students into teams and
reversing their roles, we've forced them
to educate each other," Schneider said.
'That worked quite well."
The course was designed to offer a
better understanding of how law shapes
the practice of medicine and how societal
values and medical traditions shape law.
"What medical students get from the
course is a way to explore the legal
foundations of bioethics and the medical
profession," commented Howell, who is
also an associate professor of history and
of health services management. "What
law students get is learning, as one
student put it, that 'it's messy on the
ground.' They saw that theories are nice,
but when you put them into practice in
real-world situations, things sometimes
get complicated."
Above all, students say they .enjoyed
the opportunity to see how differently
doctors and lawyers think. Mary Ann
Campo, a second-year law student from
Buffalo, said she was already aware that
law school has made her think differently
than the doctors in her family. She
expected disagreements in the seminar,
but noted, "I wanted the clash . I'm
interested in malpractice and I needed a
better framework to think about it. It's
been helpful to find out about doctors'
reaction to cases and their ideas about
the duty of care."

Medical student Mark Pinto noted,
"It was interesting to see how we looked
at a problem differently. Medical students
were asking if the physician in a case
acted in a patient's best interest; law
students were trying to figure out the
point of law involved."
John LaGrand took the course because
he's planning to specialize in the litigationprone field of obstetrics. ''I'd just as soon
know how a lawyer thinks before I'm up
against one," he laughed. He credited the
law students and his partner, Bethanne
Hurley, for "teaching us how to be
lawyers in one week."
Hurley said that both the teaching
experience and the practical exercises
were interesting and fun. The exercises
brought together aspects of criminal law,
constitutional law and contract law and
other courses for her.
The course was educational for the
professors, too. "Lawyers think differently than doctors; law students think
differently than medical students; law
professors think differently than medical
professors. This was a chance to experience new ways of thinking," said Howell.
"Although we all go back to our own
worlds at the end of the course, we all
have gained immeasurably."

mm
"It was mterestmg
·
· to see
how we looked at a problem
differently. Medical students
were asking if the physician
in a case acted in a patient's
best interest; law students
were trying to figure out the
point of law involved."
-

MARK PINTO, medical student

Two named to
professorships
THE REGENTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

appointed two law faculty
members to endowed chairs
in April. Professor Phoebe C.
Ellsworth has been named to
the new Kirkland &: Ellis
Professorship of Law. Professor Bruce W . Frier was
appointed the Henry King
Ransom Professor of Law.
Ellsworth is a nationally
renowned psychologist who
has a joint appointment in the
law school and in the
University's College of
Literature, Science, and the
Arts. She joined both faculties
in 1987.
Said Dean Lee C. Bollinger,
"Professor Ellsworth is a
proud example of the many
ways in which joint appointments have enriched the law
school and the University,
forging ever-stronger intellectual bonds between the school
and other departments."
"Much of her scholarly
work in psychology has a
natural affinity for the problems of law, and some is
pointedly focused on legal
problems," Bollinger noted.
Her recent research and
writing has focused on the
psychology of juror decisionmaking and identification of
suspects. She also is conducting research on public
attitudes about capital
punishment.
Her new professorship was
established in 1993 by the
Kirkland and Ellis law firm as
part of its long-standing
commitment to support
faculties at leading American
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law schools, according to
Bollinger.
Frier is an expert on
Roman law who is also is a
professor of classics in the
U-M College of Literature,
Science, and the Arts. He
came to Michigan in 1969 as
an assistant professor in the
Department of Classical
Studies. He joined the law
faculty in 1986.
"Professor Frier is another
of the interdisciplinarians who
have done so much to enrich
the Law School's curriculum
and scholarship in recent
years," said Bollinger. Frier's
teaching in the Law School
originally focused on Roman
law; recently it has expanded
to include the first-year
contracts course. His scholarship on the Roman Empire
explored topics as diverse as
landlords and tenants; interest
and usury; marriage and
motherhood; and law as
rhetoric. "His students and
faculty colleagues benefit
greatly from his teaching,
research and service in faculty
affairs," Bollinger said.
The Ransom professorship ·
was previously held by Yale
Kamisar, who became the
Clarence Darrow Distinguished University Professor
in 1993.
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Trip explores
the world of
international trade
fOR STUDENTS INTERESTED

in international trade law and
policy, Professor John
Jackson's seminar offers the
ultimate field trip - a chance
to witness world trade experts
in action in Washington, D.C.
For about 10 years,
Professor John Jackson has
arranged the trip for students
in the International Trade Law
and Policy seminar. For two
days, students meet with
many different players in the
arena of international trade.
Typically, the trip might
include visits to officials at key
U.S. government agencies,
foreign embassies, lobbying..
groups, law firms, and
legislative offices.
The seminar, co-taught by
Alan Deardorff, professor and
chairman of the Department
of Economics, is also open to
economics students. At the
start of the course, participants pick a specific topic in
international economics to
explore in depth. "I tell them
to pick carefully, because we
delve into it so intensely that
by the end of the seminar,
they will be world experts,"
Jackson said. "Students
seldom believe that, but
sometimes, after they've
watched the real experts on
the Washington trip, they
realize they are just as knowledgeable."

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL

This year, the class chose to
focus on the general topic of
regulating international trade.
In the classroom and in
Washington on March 24-25,
students explored major
aspects of regulation, including competition policy,
antitrust law and the intersection between environmental
and trade policy.
Every year, the first
meeting of the trip is at the
Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative, where students meet with various
members of the staff. Other
stops this year included:
• The U.S. Department of
Commerce, to discuss
countervailing duty and antidumping cases, the Uruguay
round, the World Trade
Organization and dispute
settlement.
• The Federal Trade
Commission, where discussion focused on international
competition policy.
• The European Communities Mission, for a discussion
of the Uruguay Round.
• The International Trade
Commission, to discuss
economic regulation in light
of increasing economic
interdependence.
• The House of Representatives Subcommittee on Trade,
to hear about Congressional
prospects related to the
Uruguay Round.
• Two sessions at a conference room provided by a law
firm, for panel discussions
concerning trade and the
environment and the prospects for the future of trade
policy and law after the
Uruguay Round.

Jackson, now the Hessel E.
Yntema Professor of Law, was
a consultant to GATT negotiations in Geneva in 1965. In
1973-74, he was general
counsel to the Office of
Special Representative for
Trade in 1973-7 4 and later
acting deputy there. He
returned to the capitol in
1983 as a visiting fellow at the
Institute for International
Economics. From these roles,
he maintains contacts
throughout Washington's
international trade community
that make it possible to
schedule activities with key
figures . "In some cases, even
when officials are incredibly
tightly scheduled, they
somehow squeezed us in,"
Jackson said.
"Professor Jackson's
contacts are great," said
second-year student Paul
Tauber. "We got to see what
they have to grapple with
every day. At the International
Trade Commission, we saw
two commissioners discussing
decisions about an actual antidumping case and watched
them get into a debate over
different views."

FACULTY

Third-year law student
Alyssa Grikscheit was impressed that the officials
didn't talk down to students.
"The comments we heard
were at a really high level.
The discussions were quite
detailed because they assumed we knew a lot." She
added, "People were very
frank. Some people said
things that were not the view
of the U.S. government; they
were willing to give us their
individual perspectives."
Another advantage to the
trip was that Grikscheit was
able to gather fresh data for
her class paper on sections of
GAIT negotiations dealing
with audiovisual materials.
"A lot of the articles published
are not current, and the
newspaper accounts are not
very detailed. I was able to sit
down with the head of the
European GAIT delegation
and find out what really
happened in negotiations,"
she said. Later, she heard a
foreign perspective, when a
woman at the French Embassy delivered a passionate
tirade in favor of protecting
the French audiovisual
industry. "Her view was that
it's not goods and services at
stake, it's culture," Grikscheit
said.
To catch all the different
perspectives, the class dashed
around Washington at a
whirlwind pace. Sessions
were scheduled non-stop
from 9 a.m.-6 p.m both days.
Students were responsible for
making their own travel and
lodging arrangements and

showing up at scheduled
meetings on time. They
moved from session to session
in a caravan of cabs, if necessary. Some students extend
their stay in the capitol to
pursue job opportunities or to
conduct research for their
class papers.
The trip offers an entree for
students who are interested in
careers in the arena of international trade. For all participants, the experience is an
eye-opening view of law in
action. "Because we go from
Capitol Hill to downtown
economists to lobbyists to
embassies for the foreign
perspective, students get a
sense of the inner ways of
Washington. They really get
the flavor of the negotiating
and turf fighting that goes on
and how personality matters,"
Jackson said.

Conard clarifies the
mysteries of Cook
IN MANY WAYS, law school
patron William W. Cook
remains a mystery, even to
those who benefited most
from his generosity.
Professor Emeritus Alfred
Conard has delved into
Cook's own writings for some
clues to that mystery. He
shared the fruits of his
research with faculty and
guests recently at a luncheon
held in Cook's architectural
monument, the Lawyers Club.
William Cook's gifts to
Michigan during the 1920s
included the buildings of the
Law Quadrangle and a multimillion dollar legal research
·endowment. An expert in
corporate law, Conard was
inspired to explore Cook's
writings both by both profes-

sional interest and personal
curiosity about the man
whose gift supported his
research.
Cook, who served as
general counsel for a number
of corporations, was a prolific
author whose writings broke
new ground in corporate law.
Indeed, Conard was startled
to find that there essentially is
no treatise on corporate law
published before Cook's work
that contains anything of
interest to a modem corporation lawyer. Earlier books
presented only case law
related to religious, charitable
or other non-stock entities. In
the late 19th century, the
prevailing wisdom was that
"the principles of the law of
corporations ... as found laid
down in the elementary works
of Blackstone and Kent, are
unchanged and will forever

Farewell for now Professor Alexander Aleinikoff
took a leave of absence from the
Law School to serve as as general
counsel for the Immigration and
Naturalization Service. At INS, he
will supervise the work of almost
400 attorneys who represent the
government in immigration
exclusion, deportation and asylum
proceedings while providing
general advice on current
immigration law and reform. He is
scheduled to return to teach
refugee law in winter term 1995.
At a send-off reception in January,
Aleinikoff and his wife Rachel
Cohen accept a farewell gift from
the faculty.
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remain the same," as Platt
Potter wrote in an 1881
treatise.
Cook declared that the
existing treatises were inadequate, so he set forth his own
ideas on the rights of stockholders and the role of the
corporation in Stocks and
Stockholders, first published in
1887. Cook later enlarged the
book and changed the title to
Corporations. He published a
total of eight editions, adding
and expanding the footnotes
with each editions, Conard
said. In the 1890s, Cook also
wrote about the regulation of
trusts, railroads and fraudulent financing.
According to Conard,
Cook's writings revealed him
as "a true capitalist" . He saw
the corporation as an instrument of investment, not a
creation of the state. While he
expressed high moral indignation over stock-watering and
profit-skimming by corporate
directors, he scoffed at the
idea of greater stockholder
control in corporations. "You
might as well ask the clouds
in the air to propel locomotives," he wrote.
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By 1920, Cook was quite ill
with what may have been
tuberculosis. He retired to his
suburban New York estate,
where Conard pictured him
"alone, out on his porch in his
overcoat in the brisk air for
treatment, conducting a
monologue with himself."
When he wasn't writing to the
University about his building
proposals, he turned his
attention from corporations to
broader societal issues,
revealing his reflections in a
self-published book called
American Institutions and
Their Preservation (1927).
Conard speculated that
Cook wrote American Institutions in his later years not only
out of an urge to pass on his
accumulated wisdom, but also
a wish to allay fears express~d
by other commentators of the
time that the nation was
sinking into ruin. The book is
spotted with inaccuracies and
reveals that Cook held many
prejudices about ethnic
groups that, although perhaps
common in his time, seem
shocking today.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL

Although Cook was
unhappy about what he
viewed as the invasion of
immigrants, he was confident
that the nation ultimately
would not perish because
America is blessed with a
number of wonderful institutions: the Constitution, the
Supreme Court, universal
sufferage, separation of
powers, and compulsory
public schools. On the other
hand, he detected vices in
other elements of society,
including wealth, Wall Street,
railroads, and labor. Cook
believed that "the reason we
will pull ourselves out of the
mess we're in is that we are a
government of lawyers, as de
Tocqueville said," Conard
noted.
Compared to typical views
toward immigrants in literature of his own era, Cook was
more tolerant than many
others. He did not agree that
what he called "lower races"
would lead to the degeneration of American society.
Instead, he believed that all
the races, once assimilated,
would be uplifted by the
redeeming virtues of American
institutions.

Conard wound up his talk
by asking, "So how are we to
think about Cook? More than
95 percent of his published
writing was about corporations and is admirable work.
When Cook undertook to
comment on values in
American society, he displayed no special insight.
'This is a lesson to us that
during one's retirement, one
should not start writing about
things one knows little about
- a lesson I intend to apply
to myself right after I complete this research," Conard
quipped.

Conard's manuscript,
entitled Cook's Books:
The Published Writings of
William W. Cook, is on file
at the Law Library and the
Bentley Historical Collection. Interested friends of
the Law School may also
obtain a copy by contacting
Law Quadrangle Notes.
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ALLAN F. SMITH Young all his life
Professor Kent Syverud
delivered this tribute to Allan
Smith, his farmer professor and
academic inspiration, at Smith's
memorial service Feb. 5, 1994.
Smith died]an. 21 at the
age of 82.

Allan Smith

l

FIRST MET ALLAN SMITH

in the summer of 1978, when
he was already 66 years old.
That summer, and into the
fall, he taught property law to
me and 100 other Michigan
law students. The course
began in early August, and we
dreaded it all through the
precedingjune and July. A 66year-old professor. Oh boy. A
university administrator
battered around in the l 960's,
now returned to the classroom. Oh boy. Estates in land
and heriditaments and
boilerplate. We just knew it
would all be pompous and
doddering, dull and dead.
And then, on a suffocating
day in August, Allan gawkily
spread out over the teacher's
desk in the front of the

classroom in Hutchins Hall.
Within an hour, we knew he
was the youngest teacher in
the law school. Within a
month, he had changed my
life. I knew even then that to
become a teacher like Allan
Smith would be a lifetime's
very challenging ambition.
Allan Smith was young all
his life. His portrait at the Law
School captures that. Allan's
predecessors as dean Blythe Stason, Harry
Hutchins, Henry Bates and
others, have traditional
portraits, each seated, alone,
in a dark suit, staring cleareyed over the viewer's head
into the infinite future. And
then comes Allan's portrait:
modem art (too modem for
some people), bright colors,
numerous panels showing
Allan smiling, moving, alive,
and actually with someone,
Alene, who shares in so much
of their joint achievements.
Allan did so many things
for this University: as director
of graduate studies in the law
school, as dean, as vice
president, as interim president, and as a promoter of the
arts. But he was at his greatest
in the classroom, and I think
it is as a teacher he would
most want to be remembered.
Many of you surely remember
his teaching. The way, when
you answered wrong, he
would bellow "What?!" Before
that, I never knew it was
possible, in a single word, to
convey irritation, amusement,
and forgiveness at the same
time. Many of you surely also
remember how, after he
guided you through a
minefield of hypothetical
questions - how, after he
had needled you into thinking
aloud intelligently for the first
time in your life - he would

finally stop after one of your
answers and say to you "Yep,
that's pretty good," and then
move on to someone else. We
students came to live for those
"pretty goods" - we prized
them above all other praise.
Allan always loved the
theater. It has taken me years
to understand just how fine
an actor he really was. In the
classroom he was not an
obvious entertainer or a
comedian. He did, however,
dramatically infect us with his
passion for law. His wry
humor and ocassional disgust
always were sincere, and yet
on reflection I see they were
also quite calculated calculated to lead us to the
problem or nuance or insight
f.llan wanted us to struggle
with. Allan's acting was
invisible (like all great acting),
leaving us to focus on the
drama of the law itself.
Much of what we do in this
college town sometimes seems
driven by our desire to
triumph in some secular way
over death. Some of us seek
immortality through our
children - through giving
them the great values and
learning and culture and
opportunities that will enable
them to look back with pride.
Some of us seek immortality
through our research and
writing, hoping that it will be
studied and read long after we
are dust. Some of us seek it by
erecting enduring buildings or
by building immortal institutions.
Allan, of course, did all
these things. His children and
grandchildren and greatgrandson would make anyone
proud; he wrote two books;

there is a hospital that he
helped get built and a beautiful law library that bears his
name; and he surely helped
nurture this great institution,
this University of Michigan,
through very troubling times.
Yet there is not a soul in this
sanctuary who really believes
Allan did any of these things
so that he would be remembered after his death.
Allan did them because, in
his understated, plain-spoken
way, he loved people and
wanted to teach them. Allan
Smith, that youngest of
teachers, will live on through
the people who learned from
him, inside and outside the
classroom, and there are an
awful lot of us. My colleague,
Ted St. Antoine, who is also
Allan's former student, has
said it far more eloquently
than I can: "Allan drew out
the best in everyone around
him. His memorial will be the
careers he fostered and the
lives he enriched."
For all these reasons, we
have to say to you, Alene, and
to Stevie and Greg and the
family: We will miss Allan
terribly. But it is hard for us to
be sad for very long when we
think of Allan's life. We can
think of no life that was better
lived, or that is more worth
celebrating. And Allan,
wherever you are, please
know that, thirty years from
now in the year 2024, when I
am 66 years old and gawkily
presiding over yet another
class of 21-year-olds in
Hutchins Hall, your portrait
will hang before me, and your
memory will make me the
youngest person in the place.

- Professor Kent Syverud
Michigan Law School
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